Title word cross-reference

$24.95$ [Bal17, Kap17a]. $27.00$ [Cra17].

1 [Her04b, Kra99b, Mor00b]. 109 [Kru07b]. 129 [Kas16]. 1917 [Nei00].
[Ert10a, Ert10b, Kri04, Rut12b, Vai05]. 1934 [Myl15, Pip15, Hal07b]. 1939
[Cea06, Mou02, Nat04, Sch00b]. 1940 [Ing04a]. 1940-kh [Rob08]. 1941
[Gel12a, Pon13, She13, Ava04, Del07, Her05, Pol10, She12c, Sny09]. 1942
[Osg04]. 1942-62 [Osg04]. 1945 [McK15a, Rug16b, Bis10, Bra05, Kor10,
Low08, Mas00, Rep12, Sha07a, Spr07, Sza10a, Wil03]. 1946
[Ris15, Mar06a, Val08]. 1947 [Ken13, Jol07]. 1948
[Bor09, Cur07, Gat03, Gra05, Ken03, Kus03, Lef03, Mar07a, Nai02, Sny03a].
1949 [Dre05, Jon03, Mar12, Nai04, Nai08b]. 1950
[Haj12, Dom15a, Thi14, Lee06a, Lev04, Rea06, Ros09]. 1950s
[Ass14, Bor99, Cho10, Cly13, Del13, Ka09, Ols18, Sha02, Zha06, Zin11,
Wat18, Hus00, Whi04. 1953 [Hes13, Yor17b, Akt10, Bon07, Bru09, Din02, Lev07, Mad04, Mar06b, Mat04b, McDo, Nor00, Pec08, Por09, Sil04, VA12, Wen09]. 1954 [Van17, Cog02a, Lar07a, Pru04]. 1955 [Dan16a, Kir16, Bra02a, Van02a, vD02]. 1956 [Bor05a, Byr01, Joh06, Jon06, Sto06]. 1957 [Dei07, Mor06]. 1958 [Guz13, Zhu16, Ash10, Gar01a, Mil04a, Sha11]. 1959 [Haa13, Ban07, Kru04b, Lun10, S rst02, Sha07b, Whi11b, Zha02]. 1960s [Bus14, Din07, Jen17, Ols18, Ler15, McM16, Gar04b, Hen09]. 1961 [SS18a, Cha07a, Jon07, Lak11, Wet09]. 1962 [Col19, Car13a, Aro06, Coo04, Hes12, Sel02, Wys12]. 1963 [Gre05a, Hus05, Lut06, Mil04b, Pen06, Sep01, Wil02, Wis00]. 1964 [LX14, Goo15, Goo17, Ku13, Kan12a, Sie06, SF11, Tau02]. 1965 [Kan15, Sav14, Wei14a, Ale09, Chu07a, Fis03, McM12a, Smi08, Ste10, Tha06, War08]. 1966 [Her03b, Cat08, Goo06, Law08, Sch05, Son02]. 1967 [Col15, Kal18, Nam13, Din04, Doc08, Fre07, Owe07, Tal11]. 1968 [Lar17, Cea09, Cha00, Eas10, Lew07, McA07, McA08, Mil17a, Pre11a, Rya08a]. 1969 [Wal12b, Cal09, Sar05b, Sch10]. 1970 [Fer07, Tho11]. 1970s [Bhu14, Hus13, QG12, Zuk19, Bur16]. 1971 [Gan16, Hel07, Wtd05]. 1972 [Xia06, Cha14, Joh14b, Coh08a, Gol11]. 1973 [Cog12, Din14a, Sar16, Yos15, Cha04, Lew12, Nie03, Wes00]. 1974 [She14, Hat11, Van02b]. 1975 [Lat16b, Dav11a, Law01, Rai11]. 1976 [Cra13, Dav11b, Dom03, Nie10a]. 1979 [Wet17, Zha15]. 1980 [Dap14, Mar07b]. 1980s [Zuk19]. 1983 [Kuk11]. 1985 [Kuz19, Mas12, Nie12]. 1988 [Din18, Ka19, Ros05, Win11]. 1989 [Chi14, Gra12b, Hut19, Kop16, Rug16c, Sim16, Cri10, Eva00, Eva07, Ged99, Pik02, Suy11, Sto07, Zie08]. 1989/90 [Rug16c]. 1990 [Ble16, Alp09, Bru05, Bru08, Git07, Rus05]. 1991 [Dom15c, Rad16, Rei16, Cox02, Eva09, Gen04, Gil05, Hut01, Kar04, Wet11a, Wet11b]. 1992 [Pas03, Wet01]. 1995 [Lar02]. 1996 [Eng02]. 1999 [Val14, Die01, Per04, Ste05].


3 [Kra99c, Kra05a].

40-kh [Odo02]. '44 [Cie07]. 47 [Ald07]. 49 [Sch02b].

5 [Gar02]. 53 [Van99].

60-kh [Odo02]. 61 [Ald08]. 62 [Osg04, Smi03]. 63 [Nue06]. 64 [Cou04]. '68 [Nie10a]. 68er [Mil17a]. 69 [Spe18].
Abandoning [Ale07]. Abduction [Ess15]. Able [Mas09]. Abolition [Gly06]. Abroad [DF12, God11, Kuz19, Zhu16, Mil15b, Bra02b, Bre08, Kru08]. Absher [Aft13]. Absolute [Ric09]. Abwanderung [Wet09]. Abyss [Her07a]. Academia [Arg04]. Academic [Arg04, SS14]. Academy [Lun04]. Accent [Kau03]. Acceptable [Col07]. Accepting [Sto15]. Accession [McK08]. Accidental [Rus16]. Accords [Dav11a]. Account [Sza10b, Wet01, Sto11]. Accused [Mil14]. Acheson [Har08, Kau03]. Achievement [Pec13b]. Achille [Joh07d]. Acquisition [Eng07]. Action [Cob18, Cor14, Elm04, Gar01a, Joh07c]. Activism [Kom18, Mic17]. Activists [Li18, Sch19]. Activities [Alo05, HK09, Ris15, Tro16b]. Ad [Win15]. Adam [Kos15, Tis15, Kra00]. Adams [Ric15]. Adapting [Hop03]. Adaptive [Dob10b]. Addicted [Sch11]. Adelman [Dan15]. Adenauer [Sch05]. Administration [Lat08, Mit07, All14, Bar19, Bro02b, Bur05, Gue17, Han17, Joh07b, Jon19, KW09, Lin09, Lud13, Lum04, Mat15, McD02, Njo02, Sch17, Sen19, Kau09]. Administrations [Mar05]. Adrian [Rog15]. Advance [Zei08]. Advancing [Tan05]. Advent [Bi05]. Adventures [Dan14]. Adversaries [Bro02a]. Adversary [Hat09, Luk07]. Advertising [Bro10]. Advice [Ran10]. Adviser [GJP +19]. Advisers [Kap16]. Advisory [Aft13]. Affair [Mak17]. Affairs [Dan16a, Hor07, Kuk11, Ros05]. Afghantsy [Gra12a, Gra12b]. Afghanistan [Bla05, Bra16a, Gra12a, Gra12b, Sai02, Gra12b, Kal09, Win17, Bea06, Gra12a, Jer11, Pra09]. Africa [Bri15, Cog12, DeR17, Dom03, KG11, Kan12a, Kan15, Lar17, Nie10b, Yor15, Gle06a, Gle06b, Mil13, Rei19, Tel18, Gru07]. Afric/L’Amérique [Cog12]. African [Mue17, Par16, Smi03, The15, Whi16, Li18]. Africans [Par16, Whi16]. Afrique [Cog12]. After [Ada03, Fed17, Leb03, Mid00, Ano08k, Bal05, BS02, Con07, DF12, Dei14, Din14b, Dou15, Gre08, Ham18, Hei06, Jer08, Mad08a, Mic08, Ree16, Sta13, Sza10a, Wol13, Dei02, McM12a, Oli11, Shi02]. Afterlife [Chi14]. Aftermath [Pol05, Pos07]. Against [Bac02, Bhu14, Bus14, Eva13, Ing04b, Kr05, Mac06, Pen06, Ric07, Sur13, Mak08b]. Age [Ans17, Cap08, Her03a, Jen03, Sha18, Wat18, Boy11, Her99, Pol07a]. Agencies [Ric09]. Agency [Kel19, Kru07a, Pud12]. Agenda [Bro02b, Dar12, Mas19b, Mor00a, Tan05, Ula99]. Agenda-Setting [Dar12]. Agendas [Kir16]. Agent [Bra14, Tsy08]. Agents [Eck07b, Kap16, Wal12a, Tra09, Cap08]. Agitators [Hol06]. Agnes [Mer13, Eck07b]. Agra [Ger13]. Agreement [Ass07, Law05]. Ahab [Eth05]. Ahern [Bur13]. Aid [Bod08, Fer11, Gan06, Mid11, Sto14, Zha15]. Air
Arvid [Wet17]. as-Ser [Yos15]. Asaf [Qua14]. asasinat [Del07].
Ascendance [Joh11a]. Ashes [Chi14]. Ashgate [Stu15]. Ashton [Sas14a].
Asia [BJ10, Cha07a, Gar04a, Gra07, Hac03, Hes12, Hus00, Jon07, Kho14,
Kna02, McM12a, Rad14, Sch13, Spr07, Tay19, BJ11, Hal16, Han17, Jon08,
KSB18, Kra06f, McMO6, Wol13, Edw16, Pai14, Coh12, Edg08, Iri11, Lüt12,
Ros08, Rub11, Wil08b, Rec17]. Asian [Lin15, Mat04b, BJ19, Dee07].
Assassination [Hat18, Pos07]. Assessing [Ber13].
Assessment [Kur13, May13, Nei14]. Assessments [Hat09]. Assets [Bre08].
Assimilation [Rea06]. Assisting [Cav19, Vit04, Dra12a].
Assuming [Lom09]. Assured [Sha18]. Astronauts [Har18].
Atomic [Boy11, Her99, Mad15, Mal15, Nor09, Sha18, Pan01].
Atoms [Doc04]. Attached [Gan06]. Attachments [Sie06].
Attack [Gal09, Gal16b, Sch09]. Attempt [Pra17, Rad06]. Attempts [Mun12].
Attitude [Röh18]. Attitudes [Con03, Jar16, Sza18]. Atwood [Dom15b].
August [Taa13, Dun03]. Augustine [Ble16]. Aurélie [She14].
ausgewählten [Jon06]. Ausland [Sul17]. Außen [Sza07]. Außen- [Sza07].
Außenministerium [Rug18]. Außenpolitik [Bru06, Rug16b].
Australien [Gar02, Gol11, BJ11]. Austria [Will03, Geh05, Röh18, Sch16, SM12, Wil07, Bis04].
Austrian [Bis12, SM12, Wil00]. Auswärts [Rug18]. Auswärtigen [Rug16c, Kan10].
Authoritarian [Dra09, Eas10]. Authorities [She13]. Authors [She08].
Automobile [Joh14a]. Avant [She03]. Avant-garde [She03]. Averting [Gre05b].
Avi [Qua13]. Avoiding [Fer07]. Avoids [Wol09]. Awaiting [Wel06].
Away [Mun12]. Ayatollah [Fri18]. azerbaidzhanskaya [Min19].
Azerbaijan [Val08]. Azorian [Kas16].

B [Bis14, Buh15, God14, Her19, Pos07, Ran12, Sch19, The15, Val12b].
Badel [Mar13b]. Balance [Mat16a, Ole18, Owe07, Sap03].
Balancing [Jen00, Mei15]. Balkan [Hay17]. Balkans [Pet18]. Bamboo
[Lüt12, Ros08]. Ban [Mas08, Pie16]. Band [How14]. Bandung [Jak16].
Barry [Clu15a, Win15]. Bass [Buh15]. Bastiansen [Vil16].
Ba'al [DS14, Mat15]. Battle [Buh15, Cie07, Kor10, Kru08, Mor06,
Rya08a, Ve13, CS07, Din14b, Sta13, Rus07]. Battlefield [Kob06].
Battlefields [Gol07]. Battleground [Bhu14, Cro00, Kan15]. Battles
[Din02]. Battling [Che99]. Baumann [Whi13]. Bay [Bar19]. Bayly
[Edw16]. Be [Dan12a, Kel19, Kor06, Moy11, Hay17]. Bear [Nor10].
Lea01, Lev07, yL01a, Li07, Lin11, Lütt12, Pen06, Rad16, Rea06, Rec17, Ros08, Roz11, Sch13, Sha11, Sza14, Xia08a, Xia14, Zal04, Zha02, Ano08j, Bar18, Che06, DX18, FTRP17, Gra17, Hof06, Jac16, Jon08, Kap16, yL01b, Li18, Lin09, Lum04, Lütt08, Lütt14, Mar08c, Mei15, Wan17, Xia06, Xia08c, Zha10, Dre13, Kru05, Law01, Lin11, Pol07a, Won04. **Chinese-India** [Hof06]. **Chinese** [Dan10, Dit09, Lev04, Pai16, Pai17, Ros09, Zha15, Haj12, Kho10, yL09, Rad07, RTYD19, SX14, Zha06, Dre05]. **Chinese-British-American** [Zha06]. **Chips** [Raj14]. **Choi** [Kur14]. **Choice** [LSvdV04, Mid11, Rua04]. **Choices** [McD02, Mil04a]. **Choosing** [Ass07, Div00]. **Chris** [Cha14]. **Christian** [Kal14, Rug16b, Sui17, Ped19, Neh11]. **Christianity** [Kir08]. **Christiansen** [McM16]. **Christine** [Dom15c]. **Christoph** [Mil17a]. **Christopher** [Edw16, Her16]. **Chris** [Cha14]. **Church** [Moe07, Joh13b]. **Churches** [Bur19]. **Churchill** [Dei15, Kir16, Bes07, Ram11b, Rob14]. **Chushi** [McG06]. **CIA** [Bal15, Bel11, Bur13, Byr12, Cro00, Gar01a, Imm16, Joh11b, Kas16, Lea01, Low06, Mc14, My12, Pra08a, Ric10, Ros17, Ros10b, Whi03a, Whi13, Whi03b, Dav04, Gas13a, Kna03, Lon11, Mc06, Mhl11b, Mor13, Lit11a]. **Cinema** [Whi02a, Whi13, You13b, Wei12]. **Cinematic** [Sco17, Sha02]. **Cinerama** [Mar15]. **Circle** [McD06]. **Citino** [Kal18]. **Citizens** [Bai18, yL09, Sch01]. **cittadino** [Dra08]. **City** [Clo06, Har12b, Kru07b]. **Civil** [Bel02, Dan10, Hay13, Hor07, Iat05, Kar14b, Lev04, Mar13a, McM08, Mil13, Rin12, Ros10a, Ros05, Cur07, Gro02]. **Civilian** [Wee18]. **Civilians** [Mat04b]. **Clandestine** [Eck07b, Kna02, Pra08a, Ris14]. **Clap** [Tay15]. **Clarence** [dL13]. **Clashing** [McA14]. **Class** [Gö08, ST17]. **Classes** [Jan08]. **Classroom** [Low04]. **Cleansing** [Dou15, Gat03, Ken03, Kus03, Lef03, Sny99, Sny03a]. **Cleanup** [Nor05]. **Clearance** [Aft03, Clever] [Hay06]. **Cloak** [Low06]. **Close** [Hay16]. **Closer** [Bor12a, DF07]. **Clouds** [Win15]. **Club** [Mar07a]. **Clune** [Usd16]. **CMEA** [Sto08]. **Co** [Nor15]. **Co-op** [Nor15]. **Coast** [Lea01, Her09]. **Cocktail** [Gun12]. **Coder** [Wir13]. **Coercive** [Coh12, JLBK17]. **Cohen** [Iri14, Sen16]. **Colby** [Low06]. **Cold** [Aro06, Bak09, Bal10, Ban06, Bar04, Bar07, Bel09, Bis04, Boc06, Bod08, Bro04, Car13a, Car11, Cha08, Cha04, Cha14, Cha07b, Che08a, Ch07b, Chu08b, Cle04, Cog02a, Coh02, Coh08a, Coh08b, Cox02, Cri99, Cri02, Cro00, Dan16a, Dan10, Dan12b, Dan15b, Dar15, Dar16, DeR17, Dee07, Dei02, Dei14, Dei15, Diz10, Dob10a, Doc05, Dom15a, Dom08, Dom09, Dom15b, Dra12b, Duc11, Dum17, Eck14, Fe05, Fe03, Fin04, Fou14, Fri10, Gaf11, Gal09, Gal16b, Gar00a, Gar10b, Gas06, Gen18, Gen04, Gen17, Ger14, Gil05, Gil18, Gil06, Gis05, Goo07, Goo15, Gro07, Gro08, Gro09, Guz13, Haa13, Haf08a, Haf08c, Ham15, Har08, Har12b, Hay03, Hay15b, Hay15a, Hei16, Hen09, Her16, Her03a, Her07a, Hes12, Hit16, Hut01, Ing17, Jak16, Jer08]. **Cold** [Jei16a, Kan12a, Kan12b, Kan15, Kap04, Kap10, Key16, Kir08, Kir09, Kle04, Kna02, Kre12a, Kre12b, Kru08, Kuk13, Kur05a, Lat08, Lat14, Lat16a, Lau00, Leb03, Lee06b, Lef12, Ler15, Lev10a, Lev10b, Lew12, Lib01, tL16,
Lov10, Low04, Luk17, Lun04, Mad02, Mad04, Mad07, Mad08a, Mag14b, Mal15, Man13, Mar18, Mar06a, Mar08b, Mar12, Mav18, McM14, McP19, Mey11, Mik12, Mil04a, Mit07, Moe03, Nau04, Niu12, Nie10b, Nie10b, Nor15, Nue05, Off08, Osg04, Pai17, Pai05, Par09, Pec08, Pen06, Pet18, Pfa02, Poc03, Pol06, Por09, Pra14, Pra12a, Pra15b, Pud12, Qua09, Rak15, Ram07, Ram01, Ram08, Ram11a, Rec16, Rei16, Ric15, Rie15, Rob10, Roh17, Ros10a, Ros00, Ros04, Sal06, Sap03, Sar05a, Sar16, Sar05b, Sar11, Saz01, Sch03, Sch17].

Cold [Sco17, Sco02, Sha11, Sha06, Sha07b, Sin18, Sny11, Soa09, Soa13, Spe01, Spe14, Spe15, Sti10, Str12, Str09, Tal99, Tay19, Tho11, Tho11, Usd16, Val08, VA12, Ván10, Van99, Van15, Ver18, Vil16, Wei01, Wen09, Wei01, Weh06, Wei02a, Wei02b, Wei05, Wei08b, Wei04, Wei12, Wei13, Wei14, Wei07, Wir13, Woo13, Yar09, Yor15, Yor19a, You12a, Zhu16, vD08, Ano08k, ARN16, Blu14, Bri13, Bro08, Buc17, Car99, Car17, Cly13, Cri04, Cur15, Dus14, Eng03, Eng05, Ess15, Eva01, Fav18, Fed17, FAM16, FM16, For05, Fox09, Gar04d, Gel12b, Gen00, GK10, GJP+19, Gol06b, Goo10, Gö08, GD99, Gue17, Hal16, Har19, Hay00, HF14, Hop03, HT19, Iat18, Ing04b, Jer01, Joh01, Kac02, Kap17b]. Cold [Kar14b, Kef19, KSR18, Kou17, Kra18, Kra06f, Kra13b, KCG+17, Kre07, Lei18, Li18, Lit10, Luk01, Luk07, Luk16, Lütt16, Lyn16, Mac06, Mad13, Mak17, Mak12, Mar02, Mar07c, Mar15, Mas02, May13, McG06, MC08, McM06, Mei15, Mei17, Mod17, Mue13, Mue16, Nut02b, Odo06, Osg02, Pem16, Pip11, Pon01b, Pow16, QML16, Rad06, Raj14, Rei19, Ria17, Ris14, RG15, Sac18, SS18a, Sch16, Sha01, Sha02, Sha12, SY17, Shi13, Sny13, Sur02, TW05, Tho05, Tra09, Tro16b, Ula99, Wal13b, Woh99, Woh05, Wys18, Xia08c, Zak10, Zim09, Zuk19, vW19, Alo05, Bol02, Ber15, Bra02a, Cha07a, Cri10, Dun11, Duk11, Eva00, Fri02, Gal15, Gas00, Ger14, Haa05, Hei06, His13, Hus00, Jon07, KG11, Mar07d, Mas00, McD06, Mil15a, Mur07, Nam13, Nin03]. Cold [Ros17, Van02a, Wal07, Wei12, Whi14a, Whi15, Zie08]. Cold-War [Ram11a].

Colin [Har18, Kle16, Rab13]. Collaboration [Sha12, Spa14]. Collaborator [Ryd14]. Collapse [BL10a, BL10b, Cal03, Ged99, Gra07, Jen17, KW07, Kni03, Kor07, Kra03a, Kra03g, Kra03f, Kra04b, Kra05a, Mat04a, Rus16, Rus05, Sim17, Szo07a, Tay00]. Collapsed [Mou03]. Collateral [Zha12a]. collection [Kar15c]. Collective [Elm04, McG99]. Collectivization [Mav08]. College [Gem18]. Colman [Wal12b]. Colonel [Mav18]. Colonial [Che08a, Dom08, Smid03]. Colonialism [Hei15]. Color [Ros04, Yor19a]. Colton [Stei18]. Columbia [Mao19]. Combat [Bur19, Wal12a]. Combatants [Mat04b]. Comfortable [Boz15]. Comforts [Ber15]. Coming [Ken05, Son02, Zul14]. Comintern [Nat04, Tra09]. Command [Dan09, Gal15, Her05, Odo06]. Commander [Pfa02]. Commemoration [Oli11]. Comment [Hof00, Mil00, Pas10, She03]. Commentaries [An08j, Bac11, BL10b, Gad13, Gre11, Lit10, MS08, Nai12, NLM12, Rad12b]. Commentary [Apt08, Ell12, Esh08, Gar10a, Gar10c, Gra12c, Har12a, Hol12, Kam13, Kap12, Kol12, Lev08, Mat10b, Ros12, Rub12, She12b, Szo12, Wal12c, Whi08a, Xia08b, Zha12b]. Commission [Pos07, Wal17a]. Commitment
Committee
Common
Commonsense
Communication
Communing
Communism
Communist
Communist-Bloc
Communist-Era
Communist-Inspired
Communists
Communities
Compagno
Companion
Comparative
Comparing
Comparison
Compensation
Competition
Complex
Composing
Compound
Comprehensive
Compromise
Comrades
Conboy
Concentration
Concept
Concerns
Concise
Condemned
Condor
Conduct
Conducting
Conference
Confidential
Confirm
Conflict
Confront
Confidential
Conflict
Confrontation
Congo
Congress
Conley
Connecting
Conservatism
Conservative
Consolation
Consolidation
Conspirator
Constitution
Constitutionalism
[Dav09]. Construction [Boc10, Duk10, Eng09, Lie08, Ste05].
Constructions [Nin03]. Constructivist [Adl03]. Consultation [Hat17].
Consumerism [Cal07a, Cal07b, Por08]. Consumption [Gun02, Rut12b].
Contact [Mas16]. Contained [Wall13a]. Containing [Fre01, Joh07a].
Containment [Aro06, Bor09, Cho10, Jer06]. Contemporary
[Har12b, Hur05, Ket14]. Contending [Kri04, Zha02]. Contest
[Kel19, Ste18]. Contested [Tum14, Pol05]. Context
[Con03, Sta16, Ken07]. Continental [Her11a, Her16]. Continues [Hay00].
Continuity [Cog02b, Mar05]. Continuum [Kur05b]. Contradiction
[Bak09]. Contradictions [Zha02]. contrats [Mar13b]. Contre
[Lef02]. Contre-espionnage [Lef02]. Contributors
[Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano00a, Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano01a, Ano01b, Ano01c, Ano02a, Ano02b, Ano02c, Ano02d, Ano02e, Ano03a, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano03d, Ano04a, Ano04b, Ano04c, Ano04d, Ano05a, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano06a, Ano06b, Ano06c, Ano06d, Ano07a, Ano07b, Ano07c, Ano07d, Ano08a, Ano08b, Ano08c, Ano09a, Ano09b, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano10a, Ano10c, Ano10d, Ano11a, Ano11b, Ano11c, Ano11d, Ano12a, Ano12b, Ano12c, Ano12d, Ano13a, Ano13b, Ano13c, Ano13d, Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano17a, Ano18a, Ano18b, Ano18c, Ano18d, Ano19c, Ano19a, Ano19b].
Control [Bot17, Cra13, Dav09, McD02, Ols18, Sha08a, Wal12a].
Controversial [Mad15]. Controversy [Kra18]. Convention [Car17].
Conventional [Car17, Usd09]. Conversation [Nor05]. Conversations
[Pos07, Tis15]. Convicts [Pip15]. Cooperation
[Don15c, Gel12b, Has13, HF14, Mid00, Ols18, Pec13a, Rea11, Ste02].
Coordinating [Bae16, God11]. Coordination [Mar02]. Copeland
[Gho00]. Corps [Cly13]. Correspondence [Dei07, Pip03, Spe18].
Correspondent [Dan10]. Cosmopolitan [AE02, Aki02]. Costigliola
Council [Bur19, Lar07a, Nei14, Dra12a]. Counter [Kau09, Mor06, Shl06].
Counter-Cultures [Shl06]. Counter-Terrorism [Kau09, Mor06].
Countering [Imm16]. Countersurgency
[Cra13, Kap17b, Lon11, Bur13, Rem08]. Counterintelligence
[Fox09, Gro07, Hay03, Ric10]. Counternarcotic [Pem16].
Counterrevolution [Sim16, Kos15]. Counterspy [Gro07]. Countrie
[Yor19b]. Country [Buc17, Kar15c, Pac06, Vuj02]. Coup
[Dun03, Gas13a, Get15, Gun15, Gus10, Hol05a, Mav18, Rad06]. Couple
[Sha11]. Course [Eck19, Pra99]. Court [Ale08, Bel09]. Court-Martial
Covert
[Cor14, Gar01a, Joh07c, Kir08, Kna03, Lea01, Mar08a, McA14, Pac06, Ric07].
Cowboys [Win07]. Cox [Sim14]. Craft [Ric10, tL16]. Craig
[Din14a, Mal15, Rob14]. Crash [Eck19]. Create [Sny11]. Creating [yL12].
Creation [Gan16, Gar04a, Kis06]. Creative [Hay17]. Crescent [Joh13a]. Creswell [Hit03, Cog03, She03]. Crime [Clo09, Ree16]. Crimes [Bar08, Pai16, War01]. Cripps [Mar10]. Crimes [Han17, Wes00, Ler06, Ser13]. Cri [Rom17]. Crisis [Asc16, Ash10, Bor05a, Con04, Dan10, Dau04, Die02, Gas06, Gre05b, Haf08b, Hat17, Hou15, Ian14, Kur05b, Ler04, Mas12, Nue05, Par19, Pod14, Sni03, Ste18, Ste14, Sto08, Val08, VA12, Wen04, Col07, Col19, Her04b, Her04c, Hol99, JKM12, Jon19, Koz14, Tie07, Bru01, Che08a, Cro07, Gar09, Gre01, Rey02, Wel06]. Critical [BL10a, BL10b, Gar10c, Luc07, Mil02, Sch01]. Critics [Mor00a, Joc07]. Critique [Kur18, Nei14]. crollo [Gra07]. Cross [HF14, Ket14, SX14]. Cross-Border [SX14]. Cross-Cultural [Ket14]. Cross-Curtain [HF14]. Crossed [Von03]. Crouse [Joh14b]. Crucible [Mil15a]. Crusade [Haa13, Sch02a]. Crusader [Low06]. Cry [She12c, She13]. Cryptology [Ste08]. CSCE [Dav11a, Bék16, Jar16, Nie16a]. CSU [Sch05]. Cuba [Lon16, Rom17, Sie06, Tra02, Col19, Gle06a, Gle06b, Kel19, McK15b, Pow16, Lat16b]. Cuban [Dan10, Gre05b, Nan13, Pod14, Sni07, Wel06, Che07, Col07, Har19, Her04b, Her04c, Hol99, Koz14, Tie07]. Cubans [Dom15c]. Cullinane [SS18b]. Cult [Len12]. Cultural [Bri13, Cho10, Cul13, Din18, Hoc16, Ket14, Kie04, Kus02, Nio03, Pon13, RTYD19, Sha07b, Shl09, Son02, Whi03a, Whi11b, Whi15, Ano08j, Guo10, Li10]. Culture [And05, Aro06, AE02, Bac09, Bak09, Bel09, Bug15, Cea17, Cha07b, DF07, Gem18, GK02, Her99, Ing17, Kan10, Loe10, Nio03, Ram01, Rog15, Sar05a, Sha01, Sol13, Sza10a, Tha06, Tur01, Whi02b, Whi03a, Whi04, Whi12, Whi14b, McE03, Ric04, Rut10, Sha06]. Cultures [Kar15b, Lat16b, Shl06, Whi14a]. Cummings [Haa13]. Curb [Sar19]. Cure [Fie03]. Curious [Sha12]. Currency [Loc10]. Currents [SX09]. Curtain [HF14, Li10, Nie12, Ros08, Shl09, Mar15]. Curtiss [Gho00]. Cyberspeak [Cam05]. Cyprus [Con04]. Czech [Bug15, Wet10, Wil17]. Czechoslovak [JKM12, Luk07, Svi16]. Czechoslovakia [Mun10, Sme15, Gar01b, Lar17].

Deadly [Cla09]. Dealing [Alp09, Hut19, Nie03, Pec13a]. Dean [Sny08, Bra02b, Har08]. Death [Ano08k, Ber07, Gre08, Jer08, Kes07, yL09, Mad08a, New07, ST17, SM12, Usd16, Ale12, Nam16]. Debate [Cog02b, Hay00, Moi03, Rug11]. Debates [McK08, Rai11, Haa05]. Debating [QG12, Gle05]. Decade [Mei15]. Decades [Din13]. December [Haj12, Col07, Her03b]. Decentering [Rei19]. Decides [Mad02]. Decimals [Kle16]. Decision [Bor05a, Hou15, Kal09, Mad15, Mad08b, Rea11, Wes00, Zha10, Cro07]. Decision-Making [Hou15, Kal09, Mad08b, Cro07]. Decisive [Lev04]. Declaration [Hat17]. Declassified [Bur13]. Decline [Dra10, Van04]. Declining [Cea09]. Decolonisation [Cea09, Mur04, You12a]. Decolonization [Gos08, Hes12, Mac06, Rei19, Yor18, dS19]. Deconstructing [Onu14]. Deery [Hay15b]. DEFCON [Hat17]. Defeat [Mad15, Nor08a, Rus07, Sch00a]. Defeated [Kar14b, Sai02]. Defects [Kle04]. Defence [Ald07, Ber01, Cla01, Dei02, Duk11, Lar07b, Goo15, Goo17]. Defence-Industry [Ber01]. Defenders [Joc07]. Defending [Bra02b, Bel09]. Defense [Bri13, Cog02b, Dre13, Gho00, Gil06, Gro02, Has13, Her11a, Her16, Iat05, Kis06, Koa14, Liit08, Mei15, Rin12, Whi13, Haf08a, Ros10a]. Defiant [Dan12a]. Defined [Moe18]. Defying [Meh11a]. Deimperialization [Iri11]. Dej [Fis03, ST17]. Dekolonisierung [Mas19b]. dell [Bro11, Nut10, Nut11]. Delayed [Bur10, Moi03]. Delhi [Jak16]. Delhi-Bandung-Belgrade [Jak16]. della [For02, Mas11b]. dell'impero [Gra07]. dell'URSS [Gra07]. Delusion [Dal00, Szo10]. Delusions [Jcr11]. Demand [Cal07a, Cal07b, For08]. Demands [McM11].Demise [Cra03, Ken07, Lan01, Sav09, Tel18, Tho05, Wal03, Yor15]. Democracies [Wir06]. Democracy [Ber04a, Boo03, Elmn04, Her02, Ken13, Lit11a, Mav18, McC14, Neh11, Pud12, Rub11, Sim14, Whi04, Bel02, Dim08, GB10, Hat10, Son19]. Democratic [Bru04, Dal10, Dom11, Pko02, Spr17, Ped19]. Demonstrating [Ste10]. Denazification [Wen09, Nai02]. Deng [FTRP17, Zha10, Rad16]. Denial [Mur05]. Denis [Zub14]. Denmark [Mid11, Ole18]. Dennis [vD12]. Denuclearization [Kou12]. Deny [Ole11]. Department [All15, Kn03, Rdi16, Sha08b]. Dependence [Sza14]. Depictions [Lor17]. Deportees [JK07]. Deporting [Pol10]. Desch [Alt02]. Desert [Rad12a, Wir07a]. Design [Sil99]. Designs [Hus05, Mil04b]. Despair [Kes07]. Destroy [Clo06, Sha05]. Destruction [Der02, Mon02, Sch00b, Sch01, Sha18]. d'État [Hol05a]. Detective [Lor17]. Detente [Geh05, Gen04, Nie03, Wcn04, All15, BL19, BL10b, Mas08, Mas12, Nie08, Nie12, Rei19, Ban16, BL10a, Din14a, Mue11, Yor15, Fin05]. determination [Hez02]. Deterrence [Hen09, Kal12, Kno06, Kur18, QMLL16]. deutsch [Haf08b, Mue10, Rug16c]. deutsch-russischen [Mue10]. deutsch-sowjetischen [Rug16c]. deutsche [Gri10, Rie08, Rug16c, vD03]. Deutschen [Nai08a, Rug17, Bis13]. deutscher [Bro06]. Deutschland [Ban14, Bru08, Moe03, vD02, Nai0a].
Deutschland-Politik [vD02]. Deutschland-Tagebuch [Nai10a].
Deutschlandpolitik [Gri10]. Development [Sto08]. Development
[Chu09, Cit14, Eas10, Han17, Kuz16, Mac19, Man13, McK08, Pai05, Por09,
Kal16, Laz07], Devil [Mil01, Nie03, Pec13a], Devils [Pai16], Devine
[Joh14c]. Dewey [Kle16], Dexter [Ped07], d’Hiv [Kar15b]. Dialogue
[Kam17]. Diaries [Mar10]. Dictator [ST17]. Dictators
[Alp09, Hut19, Whi04]. Dictatorship
[Ble16, Kuz16, Mar06b, Ran10, Cal07a, Cal07b, Por08]. Dictatorships
[Brü16, Cro09]. Dictionary [Pet11a]. Did [Fox09, Jer16a, Mat04a]. Didn’t
[Ben05]. Died [Har18]. Diem [Ass14, Spe13]. Dien [Nor08a]. Dienech
[Pra17]. Dieter [Zab16]. Difference [Jer16a, Kal12]. Different [Ste13].
Dilemma [Jer01, Han13, Xia14]. Dilemmas
[Adl03, Alp09, Dim08, Elm04, Kou17, Ole11, Sza14, Yan08]. Dillon [Onu14].
Dimension [Dra04b, Mad13, Mag14b], Dimensions [Dra10]. Dimitrov
[Pon01a], Dina [Bit17]. Dinh [Ass14]. Diplomacy
[Alp09, Bar18, Bor05b, Bur17, Cha04, Che08b, Cog02a, Coh12, CKP05b,
Cri04, Dav11b, Din04, Diz10, Gar02, GP11, Han13, HTP*15, Her03b,
JLBK17, Kru07a, Kus02, Leu13, Mas00, Pai17, Pie16, Pon13, Qua14, RG15,
Sau12, Sch17, Sny13, Spo12, Ste02, Szo10, Usd16, Wet01, Whi11b, Zub13,
Cul13, Whi15, Dei15, Lmn04, Myl15, Ric12]. Diplomat
[Mav18, Sto11, Taa13, Pfa02]. Diplomatic
[Ass11, Bae16, Fre07, Gif05, O’D09, Rob02b, Rob14, Van11], Diplomatik
[Mar13b, Rug16c]. dir [Sze19]. Direction [Ald07, DS19]. Director [Low06].
Directorate [Whi03b], Dirk [Fin13, Har12b]. Disarmament [Gly06].
Disaster [Mat10a], Discontents [Con12]. Discord [Haf08b]. Discourse
[Bos04], Disenchanted [Sim04]. Disintegration [Tay03].
Disruption [Kli02]. Dissent [Bug15, Lor17, Mad08b, Whi11b]. Dissenting
[Kra18]. Dissolution [Hal07a]. Dissonant [Koz14]. Distance [Sim10].
Distant [Gal16a, Kan12a, Roz03]. Distorted [Gel12b, Roz11]. District
[Nor05]. Divide [SS18a]. Divided
[Ald08, Har12b, Hay16, Moe07, Ram01, Sav14]. Division [Mai05, Sme13].
Dmitar [Lee17]. DMZ [Rya08a]. do [Szp09]. Dobson [ Ree16].
Dobzhansky [dL13]. Doctrinal [Kal12, Rob04]. Doctrine
[Bur05, Bur10, Che10, Dom05, Fra09, Joh07a, Koz14, Oli11, Win17].
Documentary [Kip15]. Documentation [HK09]. Documents
[Rad07, Zeb13, Kar15c, Git07, Jen03, Ran02, Yon08]. Dokumente [Rug16c].
dokumenty [Szy06]. Dollar [Dan16b, Low06]. dolaro [Nut10, Nut11].
Dollars [Hel07, Wid05]. Dolores [Ble16]. Domestic
[All15, Din02, Dra10, Hay00, Jac17, Kus02, Ser01, Sni07, Veil14b, You12b].
Domesticity [Szy13]. Dominance [Kim07, Wat17]. Domino [Bor05a].
Domino-International [Bor05a]. Domnitz [Sul17]. Donal [Pec13a].
Donald [Hes13, Stu15]. Donfried [Cul13]. Donkey [Mar07a]. Doolan
[Har18]. Doomsday [Bur10]. Door [Fer15]. Doppelter [Wet17]. Dorado
Gatekeeper [Moe18]. Gates [Nat04]. Gathering [Mad13]. Gati [Ste15]. GATT [McK08]. Gaulle [Ass15, Kol15, Loc05, Mar16, Kol12, LSvdV04, Lüt14, Mor00b, Mor00c, Mor12, Tra00, Tra12, Van00, Wal12c].

Gave [Bar11a]. Gavin [Ler15]. Gawlikowski [Joh17]. Gays [Str09].

Gazibo [Bri15]. GDR [Har15, Kan10, Mad13, Cal03, Kir08]. Gedächtnis [Bis13]. gegen [Bru09, Lar07a]. Gegenwelten [Shl06]. Geisha [Sae07]. Gemeinsam [Mue10]. Gender

[Asc16, Dun14, Edg08, Fel05, Ing04b, Spe14, Spe15, Tod17, Rut10].

Gendered [Lyn16]. Gendering [Ria17]. General [Nut02b, Bos04].

Generals [Ml13b, Bes07]. Generation [Car13b, Gun12, Nei10a].


Geneva [Bra02a, Van02a, Wan17, Ass07]. Genocide [Bur17].

[Dar15, Dar16, Dou06]. Genocides

[Ell12, Gra12c, Har12a, Hol12, Ros12, Rub12, Szm12, Kra12]. Genter [Whi12].

Gentry [Mil14]. Geoffrey [Rie15]. Geopolitics [Ver18, Rob14].

George [Hol10, Mit04, Moi14, Her13, Kna13b, Kra13b, Kur13, Sme13, Wal13a].

Georges [Van04]. Georgetown [Luk17]. Gerard [Nam16]. Gerhard [Pen18, Rug16a].

German [Ado08, Bru01, Bru04, Bru10, Bru16, Dal10, Dal00, Hafo8b, Hit03, Kan10, Kop16, Lar02, Moe07, Pik02, Pru04, Rai11, Sar11, Sas14b, Sel02, Sny09, Spr17, Ste10, Sza10a, Wen09, Zie08, Bae16, Bck16, Boz15, Bus14, CT03a, For05, Jar16, Kom18, Lor17, Nie16a, Rob04, Rug11, She03, Sto14, Fin13, Ser01].

Germans [Dou15]. germanish [Mue10]. Germany

[Ald08, Ble16, Cal02, Fre01, Ged99, Hafo8c, Karl15b, Kiss06, Kop16, Nai02, Nie03, Sar05b, Ste99, Sza12a, Wal08, Wen09, Yor19a, Ban16, Bor12b, Bru03, CK13, Fri18, Her14, Moe11, Rob02b, vD12, Bak09, Cal07a, Cal07b, Gas00, Lau00, Moe03, Por08, Ram01, Ram11a].

Gerrard [Rob14, Wir13].

Gerrit [Mil17a]. gesamtdeutsche [Sch10]. Geschichte [Bru06, Mae10].

Gesellschaften [Shl06]. Gfeller [She14]. gg [Rob08]. Ghana [Te18].

Gheorghe [ST17]. Gheorgiu [Fis03, ST17]. Gheorghiu-Dej [Fis03, ST17].

Ghior [Cit14]. Ghior [Bal17]. Ghostreaders [The15].

Ghosts [Cit14]. Gai [Zin11]. Gibson [Sas14a].

Gienow-Hecht [Cul13]. Gil [Sur13].

Gilespatric [Bra06].

giori [Rom17].

Gilespatric [Bra06].

Global [Ber15, Car11, Die07, Fin05, Gan16, Ger14, Ham18, Hts13, Jon14, Ler15, McM16, Pal05, Pem16, Ros04, Sar05b, Sto15, Wie07, Woo13, ZC16, Hru05].

Globalism [Gav05, Coh08b].

Globalization [Lat08, Der02].


Golds [Dob10a, Iat05, Mic11, Zhi00]. God [Dun17]. Godless [Pow01].

[Oco02]. godly [Oco02].

Goedes [McM14].

Gold [Bar11a, Hel07, Wid05].

Goldstein [Cob18].

Goldwater [Win15].

Good [Eck19, Var09].

Goodbye [Gra12a, Gra12b].

Gorbachev [Gil05, Her02, Mas12, Roz03, Bro08, Con03, For05, RT13, Zlo03, Par09].

[Kaz19]. Instrumental [Dob10a]. Insurrection [Law12]. Integration [But05, Gil00, Lew12, Sar16, Ser13, Ser01]. Intellectual [Fin04, Gol03, Kro08, Lun04, Whi02b]. Intellectuals [Buc17, Eck07a, Eng08, Fin13, Gil06, Laz07, Tol03]. Intellectuals [Mar16]. Integration [But05, Gil00, Lew12, Sar16, Ser13, Ser01]. Intellectuels [Mar16]. Intellectual [Fin04, Gol03, Kro08, Lun04, Whi02b]. Intellectuals [Buc17, Eck07a, Eng08, Fin13, Gil06, Laz07, Tol03]. Intellegentsia [McM12b, Rub10]. Interaction [Li18]. Interactions [Ing17, Mag14b]. Interdependence [Dre15, Jer00, Mid00, Ban06, Doc05]. Interdipendenza [Nut10, Nut11]. Interdoc [Fou14]. Interest [Pud12, Raj14]. Interests [Fav18, Kou17, Mei15]. Interfering [Nj02]. Intergovernmentalist [Gil00]. Internal [Kra99b, Kra99c, yL09]. Internal-External [Kra99c]. International [Alk05, Alk05, Bla15, Blu14, Bor05a, Coh06, Cra03, Cro15, Dei13, Die01, Die07, Dob10b, Dom07, Dra10, Elm01, Eva13, Gar13, GD99, Haw07, Hel07, HF14, Hop03, Hur05, Hur10, HT19, Joh05, Joh13a, Kuk11, Lun10, Lütt14, Mar13a, Mar15, Mat10b, MCM05, MCM10, Mid11, Ols18, Olu14, QMLL16, Ric04, Sas14a, Sny03b, Sob19, Ste05, Sto08, Wel00, Woh99, Xia08a, Xia08c, Yor17a, Mat15, Dra09, Mac19, MK15a]. Internationale [Fou14]. Internationalism [Gil18, Nic12, Ped19, Sch02b, Sob19], internazionali [Rom17]. Interpretation [Guo10, Zin11]. Interpretations [Ber13]. Interpreting [Nei00]. Interpretive [Tay19]. Intervene [Sar05b, Wan17]. Israel [Kli05, Kop16, Pol13, Ste10, Wei04a, Her14, Din18, Pet08]. Israeli [Din04, Din14a, Fre07, Lak11, Qua13, Hug08, Kob06, Kli02, Wei04a]. Issue [CT03b, GKT02, Kra03g, Kra03f]. Issues [Ber13, Kre12a, Kre12b, Mag10]. Istanbul [Pem16]. istorii [Mue10]. István [Bor12a]. Italia [For02]. Italian [Dra04a, Dra04b, Dra10, Hai16, Pfi15]. Italiana [Eva09]. Italy [Bro10].
Keep [Bur17, Goo05]. Keepers [BS02]. Keeping [Njø02, Cou04]. Kelly [Spr17]. Kemper [Gem18]. Kennan [Eng08, Fra09, Ber13, Her13, Kan13, Kra13b, Kur13, May13, Pec13b, Sme13, Ste13, Wall13a, Mit04]. Kennedy [Che19, Gre05b, Gre05a, Hes02, Kli05, Mid02, Nie08, Nut02a, Par16, Pod14, Pos07, Pra08b, Sha05, Sch17, Sco09, Tau02, Whi16, Bar19, Bla15, Jon19, Mat15, Hol15, Ban06, Bay01, Doc05, God14, Loc05, Nue06, Nue07, Tra02]. Kenneth [Aft13, Dan15, McA14]. Kent [You12a]. Kenman [Gem18]. Kennan [Eng08, Fra09, Ber13, Her13, Kan13, Kra13b, Kur13, May13, Pec13b, Sme13, Ste13, Wall13a, Mit04]. Kennedy [Che19, Gre05b, Gre05a, Hes02, Kli05, Mid02, Nie08, Nut02a, Par16, Pod14, Pos07, Pra08b, Sha05, Sch17, Sco09, Tau02, Whi16, Bar19, Bla15, Jon19, Mat15, Hol15, Ban06, Bay01, Doc05, God14, Loc05, Nue06, Nue07, Tra02]. Kenneth [Aft13, Dan15, McA14]. Kent [You12a]. Key [Her14, You08].


L [Ble16, Bur13, Iri02, You12b]. Labor [Dav07, Hay13, Mat15, Pud12, Sch02b, Tro16b, BJ10]. Labour [Con07, Tho11, Vic08]. Lai [Oli11]. Laković [Lee17]. Lama [Dan14]. Land
Lloyd [Duk13, Har15, Hess13, Pan01, Her17]. Llewellyn [GJP +19]. Long [Bal08, Cea17, Ger13, Gra12a, Gra12b, Jan08, Rad16, Wei01, Imm16].

M
[DX18]. Misrepresentation [BJ11]. Missed
[Ano08k, Gre08, Jer08, Mad08a, Mas08, Fre07]. Missile
[Col07, Dan10, Fer15, Gre05b, Haf08a, Her04b, Her04c, Hol99, Koz14, Pod14, Pra08b, Tie07, Wel06, Col19]. Missiles [Col07, Pod14]. missili [Rom17].
Missing [Pas10]. Mission
[Boc10, Bra02b, Che18, Mat12, Pac06, Sar05b, Sep01, Sta07, Żuk19, Wil08a]. Missions [Dom03]. Missouri [Rya10]. Missy [Moe18]. Mistrust [Lib01].
Modern [Bot17, Gaf07, Hat11, Her12, Par10, Qua04, Rec17, Rus07, Sch11, Ve114b, Sza14]. Modernism [Whi12]. Modernists [Whi15].
Moore [Mil14]. Moral [Aft02, Tie07]. Morality [Kos15, Eck07a]. Moravcsik [Gil00, Hof00, Kee00, LSvdV04, Mil00, Tra00]. Moreno [Dom15b].
Morgenthau [Gol03]. Moro [Dra06, Dra18]. Morozov [Pip15].
Morozova [Rad14]. Mortal [Bar08]. Moscow [Ell03, Mar10, Sch19, Sim17, Ste05, Gle06a, Gle06b, Kus02, Lüt09, Mic11, Mue11, SX09, Sp012, Tra09].
Moses [Fin13]. Mossadegh [Gas19]. Most [Bor12a, Mad15, You07]. Mother [Fes07]. Movement [Cat08, Gly06, Hor07, Jak16, Law08, Lüt16, Spe01, Sto06, Ve14b, How14, DeM12]. Movements [Mey11]. Movies [Whi13].
Moynihan [Sur13]. Mozambique [Rei19]. MPLA [Cav19].
Mubarak [Yos15, Yos15]. Much [Che19]. Mücke [Wil17]. Muddling [Jan08].
Mudhakkirat [Yos15]. Muehlenbeck [Lar17, Par16, Win16, Woo13]. Müller [Bis14, Las19, dL13].
Müller-Enbergs [Las19]. Multilateralization [Wen04]. Munich [Bar03b].
Munitions [Chu09]. Murder [Dra06, Sny09]. Murdering [Nam16].
Mysterious [Luk01, Żuk19]. Myth [BJ11, Pik02, Sch11, Szp07b, Szp14, Tri16b]. Mythology [BJ10, Pik02].

Norman [Kas16, vD12, Kra12, Pie16]. Norms [Cra03, Dom07, Eva01].
Norstad [Tal08, Pfa02]. North [Lee06a, Ler06, Mun12, Nie10a, SX14, Smo03, CK11, Dro18, Lan01, Ler04, Sza12b, Tay15, Lee12, Wea12]. Northeast [Wol13, Sch13]. Northern [Ris15, Ing17, Joh03]. Norwood [Nor15].

Note [Ano00d, Ano00e, Ano00f, Ano01d, Ano01e, Ano01f, Ano02f, Ano02g, Ano02h, Ano02i, Ano08d, Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano09e, Ano09f, Ano09g, Ano09h, Ano10e, Ano10f, Ano10g, Ano10h, Ano11e, Ano11f, Ano11g, Ano11h, Ano12e, Ano12f, Ano12g, Ano12h, Ano13e, Ano13f, Ano13g, Ano14e, Ano14f, Ano14g, Ano14h, Ano15e, Ano15f, Ano15g, Ano15h, Ano16e, Ano16f, Ano16g, Ano16h, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, Ano17e, Ano18e, Ano18f, Ano18g, Ano18h, Ano19f, Ano19g, Kra99d, Kra99e, Kra99f, Kra03b, Kra03c, Kra03d, Kra03e, Kra04c, Kra04d, Kra04e, Kra05b, Kra05c, Kra05d, Kra05e, Kra06b, Kra06c, Kra06d, Kra07a, Kra07b, Kra07c, Kra07d, Kra08a, Rug11, Rug16a, vD05]. Notebooks [HK09, KLHK14]. Notes [Mag14b].

Notice [Kra00]. noveishei [Mue10]. Novel [Fed17]. Novels [Sha08a].

November [Col19, Col07, Pod14]. Novocherkassk [Coo04]. Novyi [Zub14].

Nuclear [Bae02, Bay01, Bur05, Bur17, Cea17, Duk11, Fer07, Gaf14, Gal15, Gly06, Han17, Her16, Her09, JLBK17, Jon08, Jon19, Kur18, Lei18, Lei01, Mas00, Mas08, Mas09, Mat10a, MCM12a, Mid00, Nor05, Nor07, Nor10, O’D09, Pol07a, Qua08, Rea11, Rep03, Ros10a, Sar19, Sch01, Sco09, Ste14, Sto15, Usd09, Wei01, You07, Bar11b], nucleare [Eva09]. Number [Mil15b]. NVA [Ban14]. NVA-Offiziers [Ban14]. Nylon [Shl09].
[Eng08]. Oral [Bal05, BL10a, BL10b, Gar10c, Haa05, Wil17]. Orange [Bra14]. Orbits [Von03]. Order [Gav05, Yor18, Boc10]. Organisation [Whi11a]. Organizations [Die07, Hei16, Hur05, Alo05]. Organized [Hei16]. Orientalism [Cha07a, Jon07, Sha07a]. Original [Sar05a]. Origins [Bar03b, Blu15, Bro08, Coh08b, Dar12, Dom15a, Dra12b, Fed17, Ged99, Gil05, Gle05, Haf08c, Han13, Hes02, Imm16, Kar15b, Kra18, Lan10, Lan11, Mal15, McC14, Neh11, Odo06, Pen16, Pon01b, Qua13, Raj14, Rob02b, Sho15, Son02, Whi13, You07, Zha02, Zhi00, Dav10]. Orwell [Hol10, Ros10b]. OSS [Has07]. Ost [Bru05]. Österreich [Bis08, Wil08a, Bis11, Rug17]. Österreichische [Bis11]. österreichischen [Kar14a]. Ostpolitik [Han13, Lew12, Nie03, Sar16, Nie16b, Nie08]. Ostpolitik-Westpolitik [Lew12, Sar16]. O’Sullivan [Pec13a]. Other [Blu14, Dan14, Gan08, Ing04b, Lat16a, Laz07, Log01, Lütt14, Pas10, Yor08, SS18b]. otnoshenii [Mue10]. otnosheniya [Yor17a]. Ours [Che08b, Dan12a, Sie06, Fes07, Pas03, Rus04b]. Oxford [McM14]. Oyen [Pai17]. Ozawa [RT13].


Partition [Gan08, Tal11]. Partners [Kis06]. Partnership [Mas10b, Mec18, Sha11, Mur02]. Party [Gil05, Kno06, yL01b, Sfi01, Shi06, ST17, Tra09, Vic08, You12b, Fri18, yL09]. Pascaline [Cog12, Par19]. Passage [Joh03]. Passing [Chi04]. Passive [Duk11]. Past [Leb03, Pol13, Rai11, Yau08, Fin13, Ger13, Zob14, Moc07].

HTP + 15, Her03b, How14, Jac17, Kac02, Law05, Law08, McA07, McA08, McD15, McD06, Rad17, Rob02a, Rus04a, Sch02c, Sfi01, Din04, Doc04, Gan07, Gre08, Jer08, Kim11, Kno06, Lerb00, Mad08a, Man10, Mey11, Wir03.

Peaceful [Nie16b].

Peacemaking [Din10].

Pearl [Bar03b, Sch09, Tie07].

Peasant [Law12].

Pee [Sn19].

Peer [Ris15].

Pekelder [Dap14].

Peloponnesian [Boo03].

Penetration [Bar08].

Pentagon [Ros17].

People [Bar18, Bru10, Bug15, Dan12a, Fri04, ST17, Zie08, vDG07, Nor07].

Perceptions [Bru03, Gas19, KW07, Kor07, Szp07a]. percezioni [Rom17].

Perestroika [Kac02, Kni03, Mat08, Rut12a].

Perforating [Nie12].

Peril [For19].

Perilous [Gra13b, vC13].

Perils [Con03, Kim07].

Period [Tra11, Nai10b].

Periphery [Mas16].

Perkins [Cli15a].

Permanence [Zim09].

Permanent [Mue16].

Persecution [Din14b, Str09].

Peruvian [Fri05, Joh11a, Win11].

Person [Mic08].

Perspective [Jer06, Mas09, Sar05a, Hus13, Woo13, Gar01b, Joh05, Mad08b, Mat08].

Perspectives [Ano08k, Ano10i, Ass10, BH17, Din10, HP17, JLBK17, Kan12b, KSR18, Kra12, Kra13b, Nai10b, Nie10b, Nue05, Pre11b, SZK12, Whi14a, vDG07, vDO08, vV19, Ger14, Sas14a, Gle05, McM05, Moi10, Mur07].

Persuasion [Sil04, You13b].

Petals [Win15].

Peter [Kar15b, Lat13, Lou16, Yor17b].

Petra [McM14].

Petroleum [Mat15].


Phenomenon [Ris14].

Philanthropy [Lun04].

Philatelic [Mod17].

Philip [Lar17, Par16, Vau15, Whi16, Woo13].

Philippines [Bel13].

Phillip [Hay15b].

Philosopher [Mol16].

Phu [Nor08a].

Physicist [Hay16].

Pierre [Vei14a].

Piers [Sad16, Wad17a].

Piety [Yaq02].

Pigs [Bar19].

Pinchoch [Sis11, Yor19b].

Pinprick [Cor14].

Pius [GP11].

Pivotal [Kno06].

PLA [Dre05].

Place [MCK15b, Sna07].

Places [Bon05].

Planner [Len12].

Plan [Car99, Sch09, Tal08, CKP05b, Mai05, Tal08, Tra05, Whe06].

Planck [Sac18].

Planes [Hou15].

Planning [Ald07, Dad19, Jon08, Lit08, Mar02, Sny09, You07].
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Dei14, Gal15, Haa13, Kip15, McM14, Nut10, Nut11]. Rieber [Nai16]. Rift [Kho10]. Right [Cro09, Gil18, Man13]. Right-Wing [Cro09]. Rights [Bel02, Bri13, Cra03, Dra09, Fer11, Haw07, Hor07, Jen17, Nei10b, Nei14, Ros05, Sch19, Soa06, Tho05]. Rina [San16]. Ring [Kho10, Usd09]. Riot [Wai12a]. Riots [Lon16]. Risch [Sol13]. Rise [Bai18, Bri13, Cav19, Dei02, Dom05, Eng09, Eng02, Fin05, Gra13b, Joh11b, Kul10, Par13, Pud12, Rad11, Rus04a, Sha18, Wat17, Wei02, Wis06, vC13]. Rising [Cie07, Pol06]. Risk [Col07]. Rivalries [Kra06f, Rus04b]. Rivalry
Rivals [Luk17]. rivoluzione [Gra07]. RL [Kom18]. Road
[Ce09, Jac17, Kac02, Kim07, Mon02, Sch00b, Sto11, Ve014a, Wi100, ŽC16].
Robert [Afi03, God14, Ham15, Her17, Kru07b, Mar18, Pra17, Son19,
Tro16a, Whi12, Win15, Kac02]. Roberts [Rie15]. Robin [Rut12a]. ROCI
[Kac02]. Rock [Ram01, Ram11a]. Rockefeller [Mue13]. Rodric [Gra12b].
Roger [Qua13]. Roham [Key16]. Roithner [Kar14a]. Role
[Cal03, Doc08, GD99, Her14, Hur05, Kan10, Pie16, Pol07b, Sto11, Ve14a,
Wil00, ZC16]. Robert [Aft03, God14, Ham15, Her17, Kru07b, Mar18, Pra17,
Son19, Trole16, Whi12, Win15, Kac02]. Roberts [Rie15]. Robin [Rut12a]. ROCI
[Kac02]. Rock [Ram01, Ram11a]. Rockefeller [Mue13]. Rodric [Gra12b].
Roger [Qua13]. Roham [Key16]. Roithner [Kar14a]. Role
[Cal03, Doc08, GD99, Her14, Hur05, Kan10, Pie16, Pol07b, Sto11, Ve14a,
Wil00, ZC16]. Robert [Aft03, God14, Ham15, Her17, Kru07b, Mar18, Pra17,
Son19, Trole16, Whi12, Win15, Kac02]. Roberts [Rie15]. Robin [Rut12a]. ROCI
[Kac02]. Rock [Ram01, Ram11a]. Rockefeller [Mue13]. Rodric [Gra12b].
Roger [Qua13]. Roham [Key16]. Roithner [Kar14a]. Role
[Cal03, Doc08, GD99, Her14, Hur05, Kan10, Pie16, Pol07b, Sto11, Ve14a,
Wil00, ZC16].
Tro16a, Vai05, Val08, Vám10, Van99, Vau15, Wei04b, Wis00, Woo12, Wym03, Xia14, Zal04, Zha02, Zha12a, Zhi16, Ase16, Ano10i, AE02, Bék16, Ben05, BL10b, Bod08, Boz15, Bro15, Che06, Cle00, Con03, Dra12a, Dra04a, Dra04b, Dun03, Fer08, Fer11, Fox09, Fri18, Gel12b, Get15, GK02, Gol06a, GJP+19, HP17, Has13, Hat09, HK09, Her14, Her09, Hol09, Lan14, Jen17, JKM12, Kal09, Kap16, Kni03, Kou12, Kra99b, Kra99a, Kra99c, Kra03a, Kra03g, Kra03f, Kra04b, Kra05a, Kra07, Lar10, LX14, Mar02, Mas10b, Mik12, Mun10, Ołs18, Ped19, Rad06, Rad07, Ria17, Rob02b, Rob04, Sha12, Shi13, Sta16, SM12, Sza18, Tay03, Tel18, Tol10, Tum03. Soviet [Van11, Wal03, Zak10, Zak18, Zhi00, Zub13, Con07, Sen16, You13b, Zub99]. Soviet-Bloc [Mar02]. Soviet-Occupied [Nai02]. Soviet-Type [Shl06]. Sovietization [Nai10b]. Sovietologists [Kra04a]. Sovietology [Pip11]. Soviets [Ado08, Bar11a, Bor09, Jol07]. Sovnemstnoi [Mue10]. sovremennik [Tho08]. sovietischen [Shl06]. Sowjetisch [Mas19b]. Sowjetisch-indische [Mas19b]. Sowjetische [Bis10, Wil08a, vD02]. sowjetischen [Bis13, Grie0, Rug16c]. Sowjetstaat [Akt10]. Sowjetunion [Grie0, Kra01]. sozialistischen [Sul17]. Spaa [Van11]. Space [Col15, Dav09, Neu11, Smi08, Smi11, Vod03, Wan16]. Spaces [Pan01]. Spangled [Din13]. Spanish [McM08]. Speaking [And05]. Special [Dei02, GK02, Kna02, Kra03g, Kra03f, Luk07, Mil01, Pif15, Wil02, Wir13, You07]. Spectacle [Mar15]. Spector [JLBK17]. Spectrums [Dum14]. Spharen [Shl06]. Spiders [Fox09]. Spiegel [Rug16a]. Spies [Hay03, Hou15, Mad13, Sib11, SM12, Col05, Hay11]. Spionage [Lai19]. Spirit [Mar08b, Nie10a]. Split [Ano10i, Fri10, Kap10, Lee17, Lev01b, LX14, Meh11b, Mun10, Per07, Rad06, Rob10, Sta16, Sti10, Vám10, Xia14, Zha02]. społady [Sny06]. Spoils [Tal11]. Sponsored [Hei16]. Spontaneous [Ged99]. Sport [SY17, Soa09]. Spring [Dap14, Joh06, Kor06, Mcg99, Wil12]. Sputnik [Wan16]. Spy [Bru11, Dis06b, Fed17, Hay06, Hay15a, Her04a, Kie11, Nor15, Ped07, Pra17, Sar05b, Sza11, Ues11, Cra17, Hay16, Taa13, Cla09, Gar00b, Mar08a]. Spy-Tech [Bru11]. Spying [Ald08, Dav09, Nor10]. sredata [Val14]. Srinath [Gan16]. ShShA [Robin]. SSR [Zak18]. SSSR [Gor01, Odo02, Rob08]. St [Rya10]. Staat [Bra09]. staatllicher [Shl06]. Stability [Dal10, Dom11]. Staff [Bro02a]. Stafford [Mar10]. Stages [Ros10a]. Staging [Pai05]. Stagnation [Bit17]. Staktopoulos [Iat18]. Stalin [Ale08, Bae02, Ber01, Bra16b, Che99, Cral17, Dal00, Ert10a, Ert10b, Gal07, Gel12a, Gre08, Grie10, Hay99, Jer08, Kle08, Kui10, Lee17, Len12, Mad08a, Mar01, Mar06b, McD06, Min19, Mon02, Nai04, Nai08b, Nor00, Par09, Pon01a, Ran12, Ric15, Rug16a, Sch00b, Ste09, Usd11, Yor17b, vD05, Ano08k, AE02, Ell12, Gra12c, Har12a, HK09, Hol12, Kra99b, Kra99a, Kra99c, yL09, Meh11b, Per07, Pon01b, Rob02b, Rob07, Ros12, Rub12, Rug11, Sza12, Ula99, Wol13, Zhi00, DF12, Len18, Ree16, You13b, Ale08, And10, Bra04, Bra05, Cap08, Car13b, Dra12b, Ing04a, Kra06a, Kra12, Kur10, Kur15, Mic08, Nai08a, Nai16, Pec08, Pol07b, Por09, Rob08, Rub06, VA12]. Stalin-Note
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Thomas
[Bur13, Eva13, Joh14c, Kar14a, Kuz16, Las19, McP19, Vei13, Whi14a, McP19].
Thompson [GJP+19]. Those [Kra06a, Buh15]. Thought
[Kro08, McM11, Zub99]. Threat [Bru03, Gas19, Jer13, Jer16b], Threats
[Mat16a, Cro15]. Three [Gal16b], throughout [JK07]. Thugs [Ram11a].
Thule [Pet11b, Ole11]. Thunder [Oye14]. Tibet
[Che06, Kna03, Kra06f]. Thought [Kro08, McM11, Zub99]. Threat
[Bru03, Jer13, Jer16b, Jer00, Ober08, Sch13, vD08, Fra09, Lar11, Mar05, vDO08, Bos15, Kap14, Mat16b].

[truncated for brevity]
[Rob08]. Trust [Dan16c]. Truth [Che08b, Rid16, Sme15]. Trying [Goo05].
Tsar [Ale08]. Tsarist [Gra07]. tschechische [Bis11]. Tudda [Cha14].
Tudeh [Fri18]. Tunstall [McP19]. Turco [My15]. Turkey [Chu07a, Gun15].
Turkish [VA12]. Turn [Gol11, Whi10]. Turnabout [Mar06a]. Turned [Gra07].
Turner [Dei13]. Turning [Cha14, dS19]. Twentieth [Aki02, Bor12a, Gor05, Her17, Kag05, Rad14, Roz11, Rut10, Sch02c, Sza12a, Zei08, Dav11b]. Twentieth-Century [Gor05, Her17, Rut10, Zei08, Dav11b].
Twenty [Xia08c]. Twice [Vuj02]. Twilight [Ric07]. Two [Bru16, Bur10, Duk13, Jac17, Kle08, Sch13, SZK12]. Two-Level [Jac17].
Type [Shl06]. Tyrs [Shl06]. Tyrant [Kra06a].

U [Pra07, Bra16a]. U-2 [Pra07]. U.N [Mil01]. U.S [Alp09, Ava04, Bal08, Bea06, Blu15, Bro02a, Cat05, Cha04, Coh06, Coh08a, Cra13, Dan16a, Duk13, Eas10, Fre07, Gar09, Ham18, Hit16, Jon03, Kal18, Kli05, Kru07a, Kru05a, Lak11, Lib01, Lin11, Luc02, Man13, Mit07, Pae17, Ric09, Ric12, Ris15, Rog15, Ros00, Sch19, Sep01, Sie06, Von03, Wet01, Win07, Win11, Xia08a, Yaq02].
U.S. [Bac11, BM12, BL10a, BL10b, Bor99, Bra06, Bur17, Col19, Dar12, Din10, Dob10a, Dom11, Eas15, Fox09, Gas19, Gav99, Gel12b, GJP+19, Gun15, Has13, Hei15, Hol05a, Hou15, Ing04b, Jac17, Jol07b, Jon08, Kin16, Kna03, Kre07, Lud13, McC14, McK15b, McM06, Mei15, Mic11, Mik12, Mod17, Mun12, Odo06, Oye14, Pem16, Pet11b, QG12, RG15, Sar05a, Sar19, SS14, Sha12, Shi13, Smc15, Smy13, Ste14, Sti06, Sto15, Tol10, Tra11, Ver18, Whe06, Win17, Yan09, Zub13, Col15, Dom09, Ram07, SS18b]. U.S.-Arab [Kal18]. U.S.-Latin [Dar12]. UK [Sha11]. Ukraine [Kes07, Kuz19, Sny03b, Ste18, Sta07, vH09]. Ukrainian [Git07, Sol13, Sny99]. Ukrainians [Sny99]. ukrajin'ske [Sny06]. Ulam [Kra00]. Ulbricht [vd03, Ban16]. Ultimate [Col19, Gaf14]. ultimo [Mas11b]. Unanswered [Mat16a]. Uncanny [Tis15]. Unconquerable [Sha08b]. Unconventional [Osg02]. Uncovering [Wir07b, Ava04]. Undeclared [Ale04, Mat16b, Kop16]. Underground [Has07, McE03]. Undermining [Byr01]. Understanding [Gar05, HS15, Sal06, Gel12b, Bar04]. Uneasy [Sac18]. Unfinished [Gre05a]. Ungarn [Mer13]. ungarndeutscher [Mer13]. Ungler [Mac19]. Unification [For05, Ged99, Rug11, Ser01, Sar11, Sza12a]. Unified [HP17]. Unintended [Sha11]. Union [Ale01, Cea06, Coo04, Der02, Din14a, Gol10, Hut01, JK07, Kra04a, Kul13, Lev10a, Mat04a, McM08, Mon03, Nor00, Par09, Pip15, Pon13, Rus05, Sav14, Ser01, Sny09, Van09, Weis04b, Wym03, Zal04, Boz15, Bro15, Che06, Fri18, Get15, GK02, G006a, GJP+19, Hat09, Ian14, Kni03, Kra03a, Kr03a, Kra03g, Kra03f, Kra04b, Kra05a, Mas10b, Tol10, Tum03, Van11, Wal03, Pol13, Spe14, Spe15, Tro16a, Bal10, Fri02, Gor03, Hal07a, Lar07b, Neh11, Woo12]. United [Ass14, Bal10, Bro10, Cal14, Che99, Cro09, Din14a, Dom15a, Eva13, Fer07, Fri02, Fri05, Gar04a, Hat11, Hez02, Hut01, Hut19, Kal16, Key16, Kru04a, Lat16b, Lei10a, Lie12, Lov08, Mar07b, McM12a, Mil04a, Nei14, Nin03, Pas03, Pre11a, Sav14, Sch01, Sha07a, She14, Sim04, Wal12b, Wal08, Yor15].
BJ19, Cit14, Get15, Go106b, Gö08, HS15, HK09, Hei15, Her09, Her04b,
Her04c, Lar10, Lit10, Mat12, Nag17, Nag18, Ntu02c, O’D09, Rea11, Tra08,
Wan17, dL13, dS19, Cly01, Har12b, Jon04. Unti [For02]. Uniting [Ros06].
Unity [Hus05, Mil04b]. Universal [Kag05]. Universalism [Fra09].
Universe [Bug15]. Universities [Eng03]. University [Bal17, Guo10, SS14].

Unleashed [Cat08, Law08]. Unofficial [Cea17]. Unpopular [Cha07b].
Unpursued [Ber13]. Unresolved [Ula99]. Until [Nei10a].
Untold [Dan12b, Gra13a, Mat10a, Moe18, Po06, Stu19, Wir13].
Unwanted [KSR18]. Upheavals [Kra99b, Kra99a, Kra99c]. upon [Gar04b].
Urban [Gil06, Hes13, Ran12]. Urbanism [Fra09]. Univers [Hus00, Law11, Mey11, Moe03, Mo11].
USAF [Bur10]. Use [Ben05, Gar04c, Leb06, Ros17]. Users [His13]. Uses [Sha05].
Using [BL10a, BL10b, Leb03, Wir13]. USS [Che18]. USSR [Gra07, Kan12a, Ber14, BS02, Con03, Fav18, Gei12, Gra17, KSR18, Mue16, Ped19, Tay03, Sim17, Wir13].

V [Mav18, Rad15, Sap03, Sav14, Gol12, Gor01, Min19, Odo02, Rob08].
Viet [Spe13]. Vietnam [Ale07, Ale09, Ass10, Ass15, Bac09, Bra14, Cat05, Cat08, Che08a, Gar00a, Hes02, Joh03, Law01, Law05, Law08, Len14, Lin15, Lut06, Lüt12, McA07, McA08, MCM05, MCM10, Moi10, Moi14, Moi15, Moy11, Nic12, Pre11a, Pre11b, Rad16, Rak15, Ros08, Rya08a, Sa02, Sch11, Sza11, Tha06, Tur01, Ve114a, Wei14b, Wal12a, Wie07, Wir07b, Ass07, Bac11, BMI12, Bus14, Dad19, Dro18, HT0+5, Her03b, JLBK17, Kho10, KW09, Lin09, Log01, Lum04, Lüt08, Moi03, Neu03, Sho15, Sta16, Sza12b, Sza18, Szo10, Vic08, Zha10, Ass14, Gar13, Pre17, Wei13, Bac02, Bur13, Dan10, Div00, Her11b, Hor07, Kim07, Lan10, Law10, Law11, Law12, Lon09, Moi11, Nor08a, Tra02, You12b].


W [Buh15, Gen17, Joh14c, Lin11, Stu15, Kaž19]. Waging [Dom15a, Mic17]. Waite [Jon14]. Wake [Kot17, Sch00a]. Walentynowicz [Szp11]. Walesa [Szp09, Szp14]. Walker [Gar00b]. Wall [Ado08, Nue05, Har15, Rus16]. Wallace [Joh14c, Par19]. Wallenberg [Mak17, Mat12]. Walls [Ber04b]. Walter [vD03]. Walther [Die08]. Waltzing [Bis04]. War [Ale04, Ale09, Alo05, Are06, Ass10, Ava04, Bac09, Bak09, Bal08, Bal10, Ban06, Bar04, Bel09, Bel02, Ber15, Bis04, Blu15, Boc06, Bod08, Boo03, Bor12b, BS02, Bra05, Bra02a, Bro02a, Bro04, Bur04, Cal14, Car99, Car13a, Car13b, Cha04, Cha07a, Cha14, Cha07b, Che08a, Che10, Clo06, Cog02a, Coh02, Coh08a, Coh08b, Con07, Cox02, Cri02, Cri10, Cur15, Cur07, Dud19, Dan16a, Dan10, Dan11, Dan12b, Dan16b, Dar15, Dar16, Dei02, Dei14, Den06, Din14b, Div00, Diz10, Doc05, Dom15a, Don05, Duk11, Duk13, Eck14, Eck19, Eng08, Eva00, Fal05, Fel05, Fes07, Fou14, Fri02, Fri10, Gafo7, Gafo9, Gafo15, Gafo16b, Gar00a, Gar13, Gar10b, Gas06, Gas03, Gav05, Gen18, Gen04, Gen17, Ger14, Gif05, Gil06, Gle05, Gol06a, Goo15, Goo17]. War [Gos08, Gre08, Gro07, Guz13, Haa05, Haa13, Haf08a, Haf08c, Haj12, Ham15, Ham18, Har12b, Has07, Hay03, Hay15b, Hei16, Hei06, Hen09, Her17, Her14, HTP+15, His12, Hit16, Hor07, Hug08, Hus00, Hut01, Iat18, Ing04a, Ing17, Jak16, JK07, Jer08, Jer16a, Joh03, Jon07, Jon14, KG11, Kal09, Kan12a, Kan12b, Kan15, Kap04, Kar14b, Kar04, Kau09, Kim07, Kip03, Kir08, Kira02, Kra18, Kru08, Kru05, Kru05a, Kru05b, Lat14, Lau00, Leb00, Leb03, Lee12, Lei08, Lem14, Ler15, Lev04, Lev10b, Lew12, Lin15, tL16, Liv07, Lom09, Low04, Luk17, Mad02, Mad04, Mad07, Mag14b, Man13, Mar18, Mar06a, Mar08a, Mar12, Mar07d, Mas00, Mat10a, Mat04b, Mat18, McM05, McM10, McM08, McP19, McP01, Mid11, Mil15a].

War [Mil15b, Mil17b, Mil04a, Mít07, Moe03, Moy11, Nue05, Mur07, Nam13, Nic12, Nic12, Nic10b, Nin03, Nor15, Nue05, Osg04, Pai16, Par09, Pec08, Pem16, Pen06, Pfa02, Poc03, Por09, Pra15a, Pra15b, Pre11b, Pre17, Pre17, Pud12, Qua04, Qua09, Qua13, Qua14, Rad16, Rak15, Ram07, Ram01, Ram08, Ram11a, Ram11b, Rei16, Rep12, Ric15, Rob04, Rob10, Rog15, Rog17, Ros10a, Ros17, Ros04, Sal06, Sap03, Sar05a, Sar16, Sar05b, Sar11, Sas14a,
Sau12, Sch00a, Sch03, Sch17, Sch02c, Sco17, Sel02, Shi01, Shi02, Sha11, Sha06, Sha07b, Sha08a, She06, She12c, She13, Si11, Sin18, Sny03b, Sny11, Spe14, Spe15, Sta13, Sta15, Sta07, Sti10, Str12, Str09, Stu19, Suh08, Sza11, Tal99, Tay19, Thi14, Tho11, Tol10, Usd16, Val08, VA12]. **War**

[Ván10, Van99, Van02a, Van15, Ve14a, Ve14b, Vie08, Wal12a, Wal07, Wal13b, Wea12, Wea15, Wei04b, Wei01, Wei12, Wen09, Wet01, Whi02a, Whi02b, Whi03a, Whi11b, Whi12, Whi14a, Whi14b, Whi15, Wir03, Wir07b, Wol13, Woo13, Yor15, Yor19a, You12a, Zal04, Zha10, Zhi00, Zhu16, Zie08, Zuk19, Ald07, Ano08k, ARN16, Bac11, Blu14, Bra16a, Bri13, Bro08, Buc17, Car17, Cly13, Cri99, Cri04, Dad19, Dec07, Dob10a, Dumin, Eng03, Eng05, Ess15, Eva01, Fed17, FAM16, FM16, For05, Fox09, Gar04d, Gel12b, Gh000, GK02, GJP+19, Gol06b, Goo10, Gö08, GD99, Gue17, Hal16, Har19, Hay00, HF14, Her03b, Hop03, HT19, Iat05, Ing04b, Jer01, JLBK17, Joh01, Kac02, Kap17b, Kar14b, Kel19, KSR18, KW00, Koa17]. **War**

[Kra06f, Kra13b, KCG+17, Kre07, Lei18, Li18, Lin09, Lit10, Luk01, Luk07, Luk16, Lüt08, Lüt16, Lyn16, Mac06, Mad13, Mak17, Mak12, Mar13a, Mar02, Mar07c, Mar15, Mas02, May13, McG06, McK08, McM06, Mei15, Mic17, Mik12, Mil13, Mod17, Mue13, Mue16, Neu03, Nut02b, Odo06, Osg02, Osm16, Pap11, Pon01b, Pow16, QML16, Rad06, Raj14, Rei19, Ria17, Ris14, RG15, Sac18, SS18a, Sch16, Sha01, Sha02, Sha12, SY17, Shi13, Sho15, Sny13, Spe13, Sta16, Sur02, Szo10, TW05, Tho05, Tra09, Tro16b, Ula99, Ver18, Wal13b, Wh00, Woh99, Woh05, Wys18, Xia08c, Yao09, Zia09, Ziu19, vW19, Dan15, DeR17, Dei14, Dei15, Dom15b, Dou15, Dre15, Dum17, Eck19, Gil18, Her16, Key16, Kot17, Kuk13, Lat14, Lat16a, Mal15, Mat16b, Mc1M14]. **War**

[Pan17, Pec13a, Pet18, Pra14, San16, Sen16, Sin18, Soa13, Stu15, Vau15, Vii16, Wea15, Whi13, Wir13, You12b, Ale07, Ass10, Bac11, Bar03b, Bar07, Boo03, Car11, Cat05, Cha08, Chu07b, Cle04, Coh02, Coh10, Cro00, Dom08, Dom09, Dru12b, Duk11, Fie03, Fri05, Gaf11, Gol07, Gol10, Gro07, Hac03, Har08, Her03a, Her07a, Her11b, Her07b, Jer00, Kho14, Kle04, Kna05, Kre12a, Kre12b, Lat08, Law05, Law10, Law12, Lea01, Lee06b, Lef12, Lei08, Lev10a, Lib01, Lit11b, Lov10, Mar08b, Mey11, Mil01, Moi11, Fly12, Nau04, Nin03, Off08, Oeg04, Pai05, Poc03, Pol06, Pre11b, Ros00, Sco09, Soa09, Spe01, Sta00, Tei11, To105, Tur01, Whi06, Whi08b, vD08]. **War-Era**

[Gho00, QML16]. **War-Weariness** [Sta15]. **War** [Ryd14]. **Warfare**

[Bus14, Dom15a, Eth05, Gil06, Hei16, Imm16, Lei08, Rem08, Wal12a, Wir07a].

**Warfighting** [Dre05]. **Warren** [Iri14, Pos07]. **Warrior**

[Bac09, Her19, Hay15a, Rie15]. **Warriors**

[Bai18, Pol07a, Ric07, Win07, Gaf07]. **Wars** [Cla09, Edw16, Fin04, Haf08a, Koh06, Kop16, Law01, Lit11a, Low06, Muc14, Moi10, Pec08, Rus04a, Tra02, Log01, Hay13, And01, Bla05, Haf08c, Wir06]. **Warsaw**

[Bae16, Yor19b, Cie07]. **Warschauer** [Bis11, Wet11a, Wet11b]. **Wartime**

[Dro18, Eng09, Ess15, Ram11b]. **Was** [Bor05b, Čav19, Gel12, Ger13, HTP+15, Jer01, Kaž09, Mas09, Mel01, Nei10a, Shi02, Vuj02, dS19].
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